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Abstract 

 

HiPIMS, high power impulse magnetron sputtering, is a promising 

technology that has attracted a lot of attention ever since its appearance. A 

time-dependent plasma discharge model has been developed for the 

ionization region in HiPIMS discharges. As a flexible modeling tool, it can 

be used to explore the temporal variations of the ionized fractions of the 

working gas and the sputtered vapor, the electron density and temperature, 

and the gas rarefaction and refill processes. The model development has 

proceeded in steps. A basic version IRM I is fitted to the experimental data 

from a HiPIMS discharge with 100 μs long pulses and an aluminum target. 

A close fit to the experimental current waveform, and values of density, 

temperature, gas rarefaction, as well as the degree of ionization shows the 

validity of the model. Then an improved version is first used for an 

investigation of reasons for deposition rate loss, and then fitted for another 

HiPIMS discharge with 400 μs long pulses and an aluminum target to 

investigate gas rarefaction, degree of ionization, degree of self sputtering, 

and the loss in deposition rate, respectively. Through these results from the 

model, we could analyse further the potential distribution and its evolution as 

well as the possibility of a high deposition rate window to optimize the 

HiPIMS discharge. 

 

Besides this modeling, measurements of HiPIMS discharges with 100 μs 

long pulses and a copper target are made and analyzed. A description, based 

on three different types of current systems during the ignition, transition and 
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steady phase, is used to describe the evolution of the current density 

distribution in the pulsed plasma. The internal current density ratio is a key 

transport parameter. It is reported how it varies with space and time, 

governing the cross-B resistivity and the energy of the charged particles. 

From the current ratio the electron cross-B transport can be obtained and 

used as essential input when modeling the axial electric field, governing the 

back-attraction of ions. 
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B  magnetic field vector 

e  elementary (electron) charge 

E  energy (eV) 

E electric field vector 

PWRF  fraction of the input power that goes to energize the electrons 
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1. Introduction 

A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas of charged and neutral particles which 

exhibits collective behavior [ 1 ]. A common plasma assisted thin film 

deposition technique for a broad range of applications is magnetron 

sputtering [2]. In magnetron sputtering the plasma is achieved by applying 

electric discharge power to a neutral gas. Various types of power supplies 

are used for plasma generation in magnetron sputtering, ranging from direct 

current (DC) to alternate current (AC), with frequencies up to the mega-hertz 

range [3].  

 

The direct current magnetron sputtering (dcMS) is a plasma-based technique 

utilizing magnetic fields to confine and enhance the plasma density in front 

of the target. A potential difference of typically a few hundred volts is 

applied, accelerates the electrons in the neutral gas and generates new 

electrons and ions through electron-impact ionization, thus maintaining the 

plasma. Through ion bombardment, the deposition species are vaporized by 

sputtering from the target. Only a small fraction of the sputtered atoms are 

ionized in conventional dcMS, roughly in the order of one or a few percent. 

A conventional dcMS apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The dcMS has 

widespread use in coating processes, particularly for metal, alloy and 

compound layer deposition, including oxides, nitrides, carbides, fluorides or 

arsenides [4 ,5]. It now makes a significant impact in application areas 

including hard, wear-resistant coatings, low friction coatings, corrosion-

resistant coatings, decorative coatings and coatings with specific optical, or 

electrical properties [6]. 
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of a dcMS apparatus. 

 

One of the main limitations of dcMS is the low ionization fraction of the 

sputtered atoms. Higher ionization of the sputtered vapor could give better 

control of the film growth. This could be achieved e.g. through the 

application of substrate bias that can be used to control the ion bombarding 

energy and guide the deposition material. Not only the low energy working 

gas ion bombardment has a significant influence on the structure and 

properties of the growing film, including degree and direction of orientation, 

grain size, the film density and film stress, but also ionizing the sputtered 

vapor gives: improvement of the film quality, such as density, higher 

hardness and improved adhesion, improved surface roughness, control of the 

reactivity, decreasing the deposition temperature, phase tailoring, and 

guiding of the deposition material to the desired areas of the substrate [7]. 

Higher plasma densities could increase the ion bombardment and ionize the 

sputtered species, causing more ionized species to reach the substrate. The 

plasma density is however in dcMS limited by the acceptable thermal load  

magnets 

target 

substrate 
anode 
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Figure 2. A nomenclature for pulsed discharges that is based on the 

peak power density at the target targetP , combined with the duty 

cycle (from [7]). 

 

on the target cathode provided by bombardment of the positive ions [2,4]. 

This problem can be solved by pulsing the applied voltage at a high power 

level to the target, in a short period of time at a relatively low frequency [8], 

which is referred to as high power pulsed magnetron sputtering (HPPMS). 

This technique can be easily implemented into a full scale industrial size 

deposition system because it is essentially using conventional magnetron 

sputtering equipment except for the power supply [7]. There are a few 

variations of the HPPMS technique, like high power impulse magnetron 

sputtering (HiPIMS) and modulated pulse power (MPP). The HiPIMS range 

is characterized by pulses of very high amplitude to the cathode, with longer 

pauses between the pulses. Its typical operational parameters are: peak target  
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Figure 3. Publications per year in the HiPIMS field. Publications 

with co-authors from the LiU/KTH group are here marked dark in 

order to highlight how the field, after a strong start in Sweden, 

since about 2004 began to expand rapidly internationally.  

 

power density targetP > 0.5 2kW/cm , duty cycle 0.5-5 %, pulse repetition 

frequency 50 Hz-5 kHz, pulse length 5-500 μs, target voltage up to 2000 V, 

and peak current densities up to 3-4 2A/cm  [4,9]. The MPP on the other 

hand, can have multiple steps and micro pulses within one overall pulse 

period. Its pulse length is typically in the 2-3 ms range and the peak target 

power density is lower [10]. Figure 2 shows a proposed nomenclature based 

on the typical ranges in which different pulsed discharges operate, in terms 

of peak target power density and duty cycle [7]. 

 

HiPIMS has been successfully developed to produce a peak plasma density 

above 1910  m
-3

 and a high ionization fraction of the sputtered species [11,12]. 

It is an emerging tool for self-ion-assisted deposition of thin films,  
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Figure 4. Black and red: the deposition rates for dcMS and 

HiPIMS discharges plotted as bars for different target materials 

(left axis). Green: the deposition rate of HiPIMS divided by the 

dcMS deposition rate as a scatter plot (right axis). From 

Samuelsson et al. [21]. 

 

nanocomposites, hard coatings, functional coatings for electronic 

applications, or coatings on complex surfaces [4,8,13,14,15,16]. The method 

shows promising results regarding tailoring of the microstructure as well as 

improved thin film properties, such as improved adhesion [13] and increased 

wear resistance [17,18,19]. HiPIMS has been developed quickly ever since it 

was introduced, and large amounts of research papers have been published 

based on it, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

The deposition rate is given by the number of particles (including ions and 

atoms) deposited on the subtract per unit time. The deposition rate is limited 
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by either the feed stock gas flow rate and pressure or by the discharge power, 

depending on which is rate limiting [20]. For different deposition material, 

power supply, and discharge pressure, the deposition rate is quite different. It 

could range from a few nm/min to a few hundreds of nm/min. The 

deposition rate is a major concern for industry, for the price of a film coating 

is calculated by the “time in an expensive device”. The faster the film could 

be deposited, the shorter time it needs to occupy the expensive device, thus 

the more profit the industry could benefit.  

 

The biggest single problem in HiPIMS discharges is that the deposition rate 

is generally found to be lower than in a conventional dcMS discharge at the 

same average power, as seen in Figure 4 [21]. There are several explanations 

proposed for this lower deposition rate. One explanation is that the negative 

potential of the cathode will penetrate the bulk plasma as an extended 

presheath. Both the sputtered material ionized close to the target, and ions in 

the bulk plasma will be attracted back to the target surface if the ions do not 

have enough kinetic energy to escape the potential barrier [4,7]. For high 

enough applied power, the ions of the sputtered vapor that are attracted back 

to the target take part in the sputtering process and consist a significant 

fraction of the target current. This is called the self sputtering process. It 

depends on various parameters like the sputter yield, the secondary electron 

emission yield, the working gas, and the target voltage [7]. The self 

sputtering yield of the target material is usually lower than the sputtering 

yield of the background gas. Therefore, the target ions on one hand could be 

back attracted to the target and lost there; in addition they can not produce as 

many sputtered atoms as the back attracted gas ions. This means the 
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produced target particles cannot compensate the loss of target ions, which 

leads to much lower deposition rate at the same current. Another possible 

explanation for the reduction of deposition rate is the gas rarefaction leading 

to lower density of working gas in front of the target and thus a smaller 

number of available ions for sputtering [7]. The resulting lower conductivity 

(or plasma density) in the target-to-substrate region of the discharge could be 

counteracted by placing an rf-driven inductively coupled discharge between 

the target and the substrate [22]. Other factors that could influence the 

deposition rate include the magnetic confinement. There is experimental 

evidence showing that lowering the mean magnetic field in the trap region, 

the effective potential barrier and the electric field strength could be reduced, 

contributing to a deposition rate improvement [4,7]. Additional factors as the 

target surface temperature [23], the target material, the power density, the 

size of the erosion area, the target-to-substrate distance, and the discharge 

pressure [7] all could influence the deposition rate. 

 

A problem in trying to identify the reason for the lower deposition rate is that 

in HiPIMS there are many new parameters to vary compared to dcMS, the 

main being the various combinations of the pulse length, the pulse frequency, 

and the applied power density. The choice of these external parameters 

influences a lot of the internal pulse features discussed above such as the gas 

rarefaction, the degree of self sputtering, and the degree of ionization of the 

sputtered species. Since the diagnostic of key internal parameters such as 

electric field, electron density, and temperature inside the HiPIMS device 

and near the target is hard to make, an attractive alternative is to expose 

these important physical mechanisms through modeling.  
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Figure 5. A schematic of the target material pathway model from 

Lundin [26]. The letters G and M stand for gas and metal ions, 

respectively.  

 

A phenomenological model which helped a lot to the understanding of the 

discharge process has been developed by Christie [24], and improved by 

Vlček et al. [25] and Lundin [26]. This model is referred to as the target 

material pathway model, and describes the collective behavior of the 

sputtered particles and gas particles in the bulk plasma. Figure 5 shows a 

schematic view of this model, in which the roman numbers represent 

different processes. 
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Two types of ions, gas ions (I) and metal ions (II), can be accelerated across 

the high voltage sheath and impact on the target surface. They will sputter 

out different amounts of target material according to their sputtering yield 

(III). On their way to the substrate, a fraction   of the target atoms are 

ionized (IV). A fraction   of these ions are attracted back to the target (V) 

and take part in the sputtering process (II). The rest of the ions will escape 

into the bulk plasma (VI), where they will either be lost to the walls or 

finally arrive at the substrate (VII). The sputtered particles that have not 

undergone an ionizing collision run into the bulk plasma region (XII) and 

can be ionized there (VIII), and later either be lost to the walls or arrive at 

the substrate (VII). Or they could, on the other hand, end up at the substrate 

(IX) or be lost to the walls without ionization. There is also a probability that 

the sputtered target atoms collide with the neutral background gas atoms (X), 

leading to gas heating and expansion in a process called gas rarefaction. A 

fraction of the bombarding process gas ions that are neutralized at the target 

surface will be reflected back to the plasma (XI), with high energy. Some of 

these gas neutrals will collide with the neutral background (XII) and enhance 

the gas rarefaction while others will leave the bulk plasma region without 

collisions. 

 

Among these processes, target atom ionization (IV) and the parameters   

and   are most interesting since they determine the number of ions that can 

reach the substrate. With more ions to the substrate, better adhesion and 

property of the films can be obtained. The return probability   is important 

since it is an essential reason for the low deposition rate of HiPIMS, and 
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great efforts have been expended on why and how this process (V) is 

happening. However, a great uncertainty still exists concerning what 

determines the value of  . Another important process is gas rarefaction (X). 

It is much influenced by the pulse length and the pressure and not only 

influences both (IV) and (V), but also the whole discharge process. In order 

to address these key questions about HiPIMS, we have developed a plasma 

chemical ionization region model (IRM). We have benchmarked it to 

different experimental data and by comparing with real results, verified the 

validity of the model, and then used it for insight into the physical processes 

described above. Based on experimental results, we have also developed a 

current system transport model to describe the current density evolution 

process.  

 

The IRM is limited to a geometric region above the cathode, the ionization 

region (IR), which is a smaller part of the discharge vessel in which most of 

the ionization takes place. The geometry of the IR we choose in the model is 

based on the race track erosion, probe measurements in the device, and the 

magnetic topology. Figure 6 shows a high-speed camera recording of the 

time-resolved distribution of emitted light in HiPIMS [27]. A “blast” of light 

develops rapidly during the first microseconds after the plasma breakdown, 

spreading from the cathode into the reactor. It then stays almost steady in 

front of the cathode and this is the IR. Tests with the model (Paper I [30]) 

show that a geometry variation of the IR is not so crucial for the modeling 

results, and we therefore fix the IR as a certain region during the whole pulse. 
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Figure 6. Images taken during the 200 μs HiPIMS discharge pulses 

in Ar at 1.3 Pa at different times of the pulse. Different colors are 

assigned to different emission intensities (arbitrary units) [27].  

 

The overall purpose of this work is to explore how to optimize HiPIMS 

discharges. This is a difficult task because HiPIMS involves a complicated 

technology and also has the major problem that diagnosis is difficult to make 

near the target. Therefore, optimization is hard to make without good 

theoretical understanding. The focus of our modeling is to better explain a 

few key physical mechanisms that we regard as most important for the 

deposition rate in HiPIMS, namely as the ionization degree of metal atoms, 

the reason and extent of ion attraction back to the target, the factors that 

influence the gas rarefaction, and how the external controllable parameters 

influence the internal physics of relevance for these mechanisms.  
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Models are easier and cheaper to operate than experiments but one always 

needs to verify their validity by comparisons to experimental results. In 

HiPIMS, recent advances in tunable laser diodes have made non-disturbing 

laser absorption and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) diagnostic techniques 

available. The agreement, between laser diagnostics [28] and our model, 

regarding the quite complicated time development during and after a pulse of 

the metastable argon density, is at present the strongest quantitative evidence 

for the correctness of the model. 

 

The outline of the thesis is as follows. First, a general overview of different 

experiments which are going to be modeled is given in Section 2. Section 3 

describes the development of the IRM model and the current system analysis. 

The results of the four papers contained in the thesis are overviewed in 

Section 4, and in Section 5 the thesis is concluded with a summary of the 

results and an outlook forward. 
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Figure 7. The discharge current DI  and voltage DU  in the first 

device [30]. 

2. Experimental conditions 

Two different sets of experiments have been performed separately in two 

HiPIMS devices. The volumes of these two devices are different, so the 

ionization regions we modeled are also different. We pick the width of the 

region according to the race track erosion area, and the thickness based on 

the sheath thickness, the magnetic field curvature above the target, and the 

plasma density measurements.  

2.1 Shorter pulses in a larger device 

The discharge used for Papers I, II, and IV is performed in Ar with a 15 cm 

diameter Al target mounted on a slightly unbalanced magnetron in a 

cylindrical vacuum chamber (height 70 cm, diameter 44 cm). It is driven by 

a Sinex I HiPIMS power supply from Chemfilt Ionsputtering, delivering 100  
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Figure 8. A schematic representation of the magnetic field 

topology and the volume covered by the ionization region as well 

as the bulk plasma region in the first device [30]. 

 

μs long discharge pulses at a repetition frequency of 50 Hz, with a peak 

current of 100 A, and a peak voltage of -800 V which decreases 

monotonically during the pulse [29], shown in Figure 7 [30]. A schematic 

representation of this discharge is shown in Figure 8 [30]. The standard 

ionization region volume in the model for this first discharge is, 1cr =2 cm, 

2cr =7 cm, 1z =0.1 cm, and 2z =3 cm. The pressure here is P =4 mTorr. 
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Figure 9. The discharge current DI  and voltage DU  in the second 

device [31]. 

2.2 Longer pulses in a smaller device 

The second discharge is using a 400 μs long HiPIMS pulse, applied to an Al 

target mounted on a 5 cm planar balanced magnetron in an Ar atmosphere at 

P =13.5 mTorr. The power was supplied by a SPIK2000A pulse power 

supply, with a square voltage of -450 V and a peak current of 12 A, shown in 

Figure 9 [31]. The standard ionization region volume in the model for the 

second discharge is 1cr =6.1 mm, 2cr =18.8 mm, 1z =0.2 mm, and 2z =6.35 

mm.  
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Figure 10. The left side shows the division of the plasma into three 

different regions, adapted from Paper II [32]. The ionization region 

(IR) is the volume treated in our model. The bulk plasma (BP) 

consists of the rest of the magnetic trap. The anode plasma (AP) is 

the region with open magnetic field lines, those which are at least 

in one end intersecting the substrate, the anode, or the walls. The 

right side of the figure shows the currents carried by electrons and 

ions in, and across the borders of the ionization region. 

3. Theoretical models 

3.1 An ionization region model 

3.1.1 The original model IRM I 

The original ionization region model (IRM I) is a time-dependent global 

(volume-averaged) plasma model of the ionization region above the target, 
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in which most of the ionization is located. This is a sub volume of the 

magnetic trap with closed magnetic field lines. A set of ordinary differential 

equations defines the time development, and gives the first time derivatives 

of the electron energy and the particle densities for all the particles. By 

assuming quasi-neutrality of the plasma, the electron density is obtained 

from the total ion densities directly. The particle fluxes across the boundaries 

to the target and the bulk plasma are in IRM I assumed to be isotropic, and 

geometrical effects are included indirectly by making the loss rates across 

different boundaries proportional to their area. The different plasma regions 

are shown in Figure 10 [32]. 

 

The basic model IRM I is described in detail in Paper I, but the further 

development is only summarily described in Papers II and III. The final set 

of the modified equations is therefore given and discussed here in order to 

make it available to the scientific community. The species treated in the IRM 

I model are ground state cold argon atoms Ar, return flux of recombined Ar
+
 

ions from the target as hot argon atoms Ar
h
, metastable argon atoms Ar

m
, 

argon ions Ar
+
, metal neutrals M, and singly ionized metal ions M

+
. The 

reactions taken into account in the model are displayed in Table 1. The 

densities of the particles that participate the reactions are related by 

differential rate equations such as (1)-(12) below, in which V denotes 

volume, S denotes surface,   is the averaged flux density across a boundary, 

k  denotes rate coefficients, and E is the energy in eV. The subscripts denote 

the following: IR means ionization region, RT means race track region, D 

means discharge, g means gas, M means metal, P means Penning ionization, 

m means metastable level, iz means ionization, exc means excitation to the 
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metastable level, dex means de-excitation from the metastable level, chexc 

means charge exchange, ci means effective cost of ionization (sum of 

inelastic collision energy losses per electron-ion pair created), Ar means cold 

argon ground state atoms, and Ar
h
 means hot argon atoms (returning from 

the target after recombination).  

 

Reaction Description 

e + Ar → Ar
+
 + 2e Electron impact ionization of Ar 

e + Ar
h
 → Ar

+
 + 2e Electron impact ionization of Ar

h
 

e + Ar → Ar
m

 + e Excitation of Ar to metastable level Ar
m

 

e + Ar
h
 → Ar

m
 + e Excitation of Ar

h
 to metastable level Ar

m
 

e + Ar
m

 → Ar + e De-excitation of metastable Ar
m

 atoms 

e + Ar
m

 → Ar
+
 + 2e Ionization of metastable Ar

m
 atoms 

e + Al → Al
+
 + 2e 

Electron impact ionization of metal atoms M 

(here aluminum) 

e + Al → Al(4s) + e Inelastic collisions of M to different levels 

(used for calculation of the cost of ionization 

ciE ) 

e + Al → Al(3d) + e 

e + Al → Al(4p) + e 

Ar
m

 + Al → Ar + Al
+
 + e Penning ionization 

Ar
+
 + Al → Ar + Al

+
 Charge exchange 

Table 1. The plasma reactions taken into account in the basic 

ionization region model IRM I. 

 

There is one fitting parameter in the IRM I model, PWRF , which represents 

the fraction of the electric power that goes into heating of the electrons. This 
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parameter is adjustable so that the current to the target calculated in the 

model best reproduces an experimental discharge current. The electrons are 

assumed to be Maxwellian, and treated as one population in thermal 

equilibrium with an electron temperature. The temporal development of the 

electron temperature rate is the same as in the original IRM I model and 

given by the equation 1 in Paper I, and has three contributions. The first 

contribution is the externally supplied electrical power input 

   PWR D DF I t U t , the second contribution is the surface energy losses, and 

the third contribution is the electron energy loss due to inelastic collisions. 

Also the metal ion density M
+
 and neutral metal density M rate equations are 

unchanged as given by equation 2 and equation 3 in Paper I, respectively. 

The terms ,0M  and ,M diff  to appear below are also explained there.  

 

The ground state neutrals cold Ar density rate of change is given by equation 

4 in Paper I. The density rate equations for hot Ar
h
, metastables Ar

m
, and Ar

+
 

are in their final form as given below 

  ,

1
,

h

h h h h h h

Ar RT
ran Ar e eAr g Ar Ar exc m Ar iz

IR

dn S
v T m n n n k n n k

dt V L
          (1) 

where 2 1L z z   is the distance through the IR, which represents the typical 

length that particles with a directed flow from the target would go through 

when diffusing out of the IR. ranv  is the random velocity of hot argon: 

 
2

,
h

h

g
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v T m

m
 .                                        (2) 
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IRAr Ar
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IR

dn S
k n n k n n k n n k n n

dt V

 




     .        (4) 

The return flux of recombined Ar  ions from the target is in IRM I treated 

as a separate hot argon species in equation 1. In addition to the internal 

collisions in Table 1 and changes in Arn  due to the diffusion driven flow, 

there is a loss of cold Ar and Ar
m

 by the sputter wind, the kick-out by 

collisions with fast sputtered atoms coming from the target. This is the last 

term in equation 3 obtained from momentum balance. The gain in outwards 

argon momentum is here obtained from the reduction of metal momentum 

flow, giving terms proportional to  ,0 , ,0 ,
( ) ( )M M diff M M diff      .  

 

The discharge current is in both IRM I and IRM II calculated from the 

charged particle fluxes to and from the race track, as the sum of ion fluxes 

and the secondary electron flux 

(1 ) (1 )D RT RTAr Ar M M
I e S e S          .                               (5) 

3.1.2 The improvements to IRM II 

The IRM I model presented in Paper I assumed that the ion diffusion is 

isotropic across all surfaces and at the Bohm speed. In reality, however, 
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although most of the potential would fall across the sheath, a small fraction 

of the potential penetrates into the ionization region which means that the 

ions have a larger probability to be attracted back to the target, giving an 

anisotropic diffusion. To account for this, we have added an adjustable 

probability   for the back-attraction of ions. The single fitting parameter 

PWRF  used in IRM I is then replaced by a two dimensional fitting space 

( PWRF ,  ) as described in Paper II.  

 

In addition, we have modified the treatment of the recombined argon ions as 

they return as neutrals from the target. In IRM I, these were assumed to 

return at high speed and quickly pass through the ionization region as a 

separate hot argon species Ar
h
. They have now been replaced by two 

components that are each essentially treated as the sputtered M atoms in 

IRM I, but with different temperatures. The two components are: first hot 

hAr
n  that returns from the target with a typical sputter energy of a few 

electron volts [33], and second warm wAr
n  that is assumed to be embedded in 

the target at the ion impact, and later surface and leave with the target 

temperature, at most 0.1 eV [ 34 ]. The term for the returning flux of 

recombined Ar
+
 ions from the target is treated as the source term of these 

species. 

 

A third change in IRM II concerns the sputtered species velocity as function 

of its equivalent temperature MT . In IRM I, we used  
1/ 2

2 /
MT B M Mu k T m , 

but after consideration, we decided that the root mean square velocity 
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1/ 2

3 /
MT B M Mu k T m  better reflects the directed nature of the sputtered flow. 

The ion flux densities 
Ar

  and 
M   are these at the Bohm speed, as in IRM 

I. The   factors reduce the flux densities to the bulk plasma, but is assumed 

to give the  ’s to the race track unchanged. Finally, a fraction h  of the 

recombined Ar  ions is assumed to return as hAr , and the fraction  1 h  

as wAr . 

 

 The modified rate equations in IRM II are after these changes: 

, m
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(1 ) (1 )D RT RTAr Ar M M
I e S e S          .                    (12) 

3.2 Analysis of the current system in the bulk plasma 

The transport of charged particles in HiPIMS is of great interest. A 

separation into different types of current systems has been made in order to 

describe the evolution of the current density according to measurements [35] 

in the larger device. The core of this description is three types of current 

systems, called I, II (subdivided into IIa, IIb, IIc and IId) and III shown in 

Figure 11. It is proposed that transitions from one to the other of these 

current systems reflect changes that characterize location of the ionization 

and the operating transport mechanisms. 

 

The current system of type I dominates the ignition phase of the discharge 

and is shown in Figure 11 (a). It is proposed to be associated with ionization 

close to the target surface and the anode ring. Since the plasma density in the 

bulk plasma initially is very low the current cannot flow through this region, 

and radial electron cross-B transport dominates. Type II currents dominate in 

a transition stage of the discharge. The ionization is here still close to the 

target surface, but is spread out over a large surface. The electrons can move 

further out into the discharge vessel because of a higher plasma density there. 

The electron current flows first along the magnetic field lines and later 

across in the weaker B at higher axial position. Type III is the steady state. 
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Figure 11. The three types of current systems in the axial-radial 

plane describe the charged particle transport schematically drawn 

in the topology of the magnetron of the larger device. The area of 

measurements is enclosed in a dashed-line rectangle [35]. The 

grounded anode ring is denoted by the hatched area to the lower 
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right. It defines the “first grounded magnetic field line”. The 

electrons must cross this field line in order to close the electric 

circuit. (a) Current system of type I, (b) current systems of type II 

(IIa-IId), and (c) current system of type III. The curves to the left 

in panels (b) and (c) show schematically the current in the z  

direction above the middle of the race track for current types IIa-

IId and III; in current system type I, that current is zero for all z .  

 

The ionization is now dominantly rather high above the race track. Before 

the current reaches the first grounded magnetic field line, the electrons go 

through the bulk plasma across the rather weak magnetic field far from the 

target. 
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4. Results 

In this section, the main results from the four papers of the thesis are 

summarized and put in a broader context. The IRM model Papers I – III are 

described before the experimentally based Paper IV. 

4.1 Paper I: An ionization region model for high-power 

impulse magnetron sputtering discharges 

In Paper I, the ionization region model, IRM I, is presented for the ionization 

region above the target, in which most of the ionizations take place. The aim 

of this ionization region model is to provide a semi-empirical tool, in which 

external discharge parameters such as gas pressure, pulse form, geometry, 

etc. can be used as input, the output being internal processes and parameters 

that are hard to measure. It is important to realize the limited aim of this type 

of model. The purpose is to obtain the developments of the internal 

parameters in an actual discharge, with a known time development of current 

and voltage, rather than being able to predict their time development by ab 

initio modeling that follows the time development from specified starting 

conditions. Quantitative ab initio modeling is, at the present, outside the 

scope of what is possible for HiPIMS discharges. The version IRM I is based 

on earlier global models [9,36,37], but also introduces three new features: (1) 

a geometric limitation to an adjustable smaller part of the discharge vessel in 

which most of the ionization takes place; (2) a fitting parameter PWRF  is 

introduced. It physically represents the fraction of total input power that goes 

to heat the electrons; (3) gas rarefaction is included through two argon atoms 

density rate equation, one for the cold component of working gas, and one  
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Figure 12. Results of the first version ionization region model IRM 

I. (a) The plasma density and the electron temperature. (b) The 

degree of ionization of argon atoms and of metal atoms. (c) The 

fraction of the discharge current to the target that is carried by 

metal ions, and the fraction of the ion density that is in the form of 

metal ions. 

 

for a hot component of recombined Ar  ions from the target. The IRM I 

version has singly ionized metal atoms, one thermal electron population, a 

collision/diffusion model of gas rarefaction in the low collisionality regime, 

and isotropic ion fluxes at the Bohm speed flow across all the boundaries of 

the ionization region. To illustrate the use of it, it was adapted to 

experiments in the device described in Section 2.1, and some of the internal 

discharge parameters are extracted from it and discussed. 

 

One of the main conclusions is that there are three phases of the discharge, 

as shown in Figure 12. The first phase is an ignition and breakdown stage, up 

to 10-15 μs, which is consistent with the travel time of a uniform plasma to 

fill the ionization region at the Bohm speed. For times shorter than this, the 
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assumed constant size of the ionization region in the IRM I is not valid, and 

in this phase therefore only some qualitative observations can be made. 

However, an important finding is that varying the seed density of electrons 

only influences the first few microseconds of the model output. The second 

phase is the main pulse stage, following phase I. The electron density in this 

stage changes closely with the discharge current. The degree of argon 

ionization increases and reaches a peak, but later than the discharge current. 

This time shift is identified to be due to gas rarefaction. The degree of metal 

ionization has an earlier and broader peak and a higher value, the latter 

because the metal target atoms (aluminum) have much lower ionization 

potential (5.96 eV) than argon (15.76 eV). An important quantity is how far 

the discharge is from self-sustained self sputtering, a situation in which the 

self sputtering parameter exceeds unity self 1Y    [38,39], where   is 

the probability that a sputtered atom is ionized,   is the probability that it 

after ionization returns to the target, and selfY  is the self sputtering yield. 

Extracting  ,   and selfY  from the model gives an average selfY  ≈ 

0.8×0.3×1.1 ≈ 0.26 around the active phase of the pulse. This discharge is 

thus still far from the self-sustained self sputtering regime. Gas rarefaction is 

one of the new features of this model. It is found to be most severe just after 

the peak current. The time development is identified to be the result of the 

balance between gas refill and ionization losses, combined with sputtering-

wind kick out. In the post discharge stage III, the energy input disappears. In 

this phase the plasma density as well as the electron temperature decrease 

rapidly. The metal ionization degree has a little peak here (Figure 12 (b), at 

100 μs) since electron impact ionization, Penning ionization and charge 
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exchange collisions continue to create M   ions while there is no sources for 

new neutral metal atoms.  

 

The axial extent 2z  of the ionization region was also varied in Paper I, with 

the finding that the results are only little influenced. Thus, the general 

conclusions above are insensitive to this rather uncertain variable. 

4.2 Paper II: Understanding deposition rate loss in high 

power impulse magnetron sputtering, I: ionization 

driven electric fields 

In Paper II, the reason for lower deposition rate for HiPIMS compared to 

direct current magnetron sputtering (dcMS) has been investigated. We focus 

on the most common explanation which is the back-attraction of ionized 

sputtered metal and estimate its influence on the deposition rate reduction. 

Both experimental and theoretical studies are presented in this work. Also 

here, the larger device described in Section 2.1 is used as the source of 

experimental data, and the developed IRM II version of the model is used for 

the theoretical analysis. Different plasma regions are defined according to 

Figure 10. The key aspect of this work is the back-attraction with a 

probability   of ions as the central mechanism for loss of deposition rate, 

and therefore the isotropic diffusion of ions that was assumed in the original 

IRM I is not appropriate. The model was therefore developed, as described 

in Section 3.1.2, for variable  . This improvement made possible a new 

parameter fitting procedure that is illustrated in Figure 13. Here the 

experimental discharge data constrains the possible combinations of   and 
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(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 13. (a) The two-dimensional fitting parameter space ( PWRF  

and  ) introduced in Paper II. The curve ABC represents the 

estimated available parameter space, from considerations of the 

discharge physics. (b) The solid line shows at which values of 

PWRF  the IRM II model gives best overall fit of the currents for a 

given  . The dash lines show the error bars from  20 % 

variations in the modeled current from the experimental current. 

 

PWRF  to a limited part of the total available parameter space. 

 

Combing the two curves in Figure 13 (a) and 13 (b) narrows down the 

possible range of fitting parameters. We in Paper II take PWRF =0.131 

combined with  =0.8 as a standard case. 
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For this standard case, a closer study was performed, giving internal 

discharge data as shown in Figure 14. This data, and an analysis of the 

relation between  , PWRF , and the potential IRU  across the ionization region, 

were then used to assess the loss in deposition rate that can be attributed to 

back-attraction of metal ions in this particular discharge. Comparing the 

modeling results with the dcMS case indicates that around current maximum 

there is a factor of 2.7 for the difference in deposition rate. This is consistent 

with the result found by [21] in the same device with an aluminum target. 

This supports that electric back-attraction is a major reason for the reduction 

of deposition rate. Analysis of the physics using data from this model run 

shows that the electric field zE  responsible for this back-attraction is mainly 

driven by the need of the discharge to maintain a high ionization rate in the 

ionization region. We therefore propose that such fields are referred to as 

ionization-driven. In Paper IV (Section 4.4 below) we discuss another, 

additional mechanism, namely transport-driven zE . It is proposed that 

“ionization driven” fields ,z ionizeE  dominate in the ionization region (being 

forced by the energy and particle balance conditions), and that “transport 

driven” fields ,z transE  dominate in the bulk plasma region where they are 

needed to close the discharge current by electron cross-B transport. The 

ionization driven potential difference across the ionization region is 

estimated for the standard case of Figure 14, and is shown in Figure 15. 

Although there is a large uncertainty in this estimate, this result shows IRU  

potentials consistent with measurements [2,40]. 
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Figure 14. Results from the ionization region modeling of the 

standard case PWRF =0.131 and  =0.8. (a) The experimental 

discharge current and the modeled current. (b) The secondary 

emission coefficient (for argon only, since for metal ions in this 

energy range it is close to zero) and the sputtering yields, calculated 

assuming that the ions impact with the energy DeU  on the target. (c) 

The average energy sputE  of the Ar  ion sputtered metal, and selfE  

of self sputtered metal, calculated under the same assumption. (d) 
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The electron temperature and density. (e) The densities of neutral 

and ionized metal. The straight line marks 50% metal ionization. (f) 

The degree of metal ionization. (g) The contributions of metal ions, 

and of argon ions, in the discharge current to the target. (h) The 

fraction of the discharge current that is carried by argon ions. (i) The 

relative gas rarefaction, normalized to the initial density argonn . 

 

In Paper II we also investigated the possibility that there might be a 

parameter range where high deposition rate can be obtained. This possibility 

is proposed to require that IRU  is at most a few eV. In that case Ohmic 

heating in the ionization region would be negligible. By considering the 

argon ion particle balance together with the electron energy budget, and 

inserting data from the standard case into it, we conclude that high 

deposition rate would be impossible in this experiment. 

 

Finally we discuss how the externally controllable parameters influence the 

back-attraction. As a measure of how far a discharge is from an imagined 

“sweet spot” with high deposition rate, a Townsend product Townsend  is 

proposed. A parametric analysis of Townsend  shows that the search for such a 

sweet spot is complicated by the fact that contradictory demands appear for 

several of the externally controllable parameters. These parameters include 

gas pressure, pulse length, discharge current, discharge voltage, target 

material and magnetic field. Three examples are: (1) Higher working gas 

pressure could reduce both the unwanted probability that electrons become 

recaptured by the target, and the unwanted risk of strong gas rarefaction. 
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Figure 15. An IRM II model based estimate of the evolution of the 

potential across the ionization region IRU  during the pulse. 

 

However, high gas pressure will also stop and cool sputtered material in the 

ionization region undesirably. (2) A desirable high Townsend product can be 

obtained by a short pulse, but this is against the whole point of HiPIMS 

discharges aiming at high density of metal atoms and ions. (3) A lower 

magnetic field strength could reduce the zE  field and increase the deposition 

rate. On the other hand, the sputter magnetron effect still needs a strong 
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enough magnetic field otherwise the discharge cannot ignite in the desired 

low pressure. 

4.3 Paper III: Gas rarefaction and the time evolution of 

long high power impulse magnetron sputtering pulses 

In Paper III, the IRM II model is further refined by an improved treatment of 

the neutralized argon atoms returning from the target as described in Section 

3.1.2.  This version of the model, is adjusted to fit experiments in the smaller 

device, with longer current pulses, that is described in Section 2.2. The 

experimental data we picked is at a voltage range in which no doubly ionized 

metal atoms are expected (the study in Paper III is, in ongoing work, 

extended to higher currents with multiply ionized species added in the 

model). 

 

We here first determined the two fitting parameters PWRF  and   with similar 

method as that used in Paper II, see Figure 16. Since the experimental 

condition has changed a lot from the larger device used in Papers I-II, the 

parameter ranges are different, but also here there is a range where the 

experimental and the modeling currents agree. We pick PWRF =0.099 and 

 =0.9 as the standard case here. An overview of the model results for this 

combination is shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 16. Model fitting as that in Figure 13 to experimental data 

in Paper III. The line (b-e) shows, for given values of the ion back-

attraction probability  , the value of the electron energy fraction 

PWRF  where the ionization region model gives the best overall fit of 

the experimental discharge current through modeling. The red 

thick line shows the range with really good fits of the whole pulse. 

The dashed rectangle replaces the line A-B-C in Figure 13. It 

defines an independently estimated range of   and PWRF  from the 

experimentally determined potential profile. 
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Figure 17. Results in Paper III. (i) The experimental discharge 

current (a) and the modeled current (b). (ii) The electron density. (iii) 

The electron temperature. (iv) The total neutral argon gas density (c), 

the argon ion density (d), the hot recombined argon density (e) and 

the metastable argon density (f). (v) The degree of ionization of the 

sputtered species (g) and the degree of ionization of argon (h). 

 

Gas rarefaction is explored in Paper III using the model output data in Figure 

18. The rarefaction rate is found to be fastest at the maximum discharge 

current, but the maximum absolute value appears 40-60 μs after the current 

maximum (curve (a)). Then the gas density increases, back to a constant 

value which lasts during the whole current plateau phase. After pulse off, the 

gas density gradually returns to its original value by gas refill. The whole gas 

rarefaction process is mainly a balance between the electron impact 

ionization loss (curve h), the sputter wind kick-out loss (curve g), and the 

refill gain (curve b). The fate of the argon ions after hitting the target is a key 

problem where the exact relation between the immediately reflected hAr
n  and  
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Figure 18. The gas rarefaction and refill processes. On both sides, 

curve (a) gives the argon gas density for reference. The other curves 

in the left panel show the fluxes across the borders of the ionization 

region expressed as volume loss rates. Curve (b): diffusional refill of 

cold argon from the bulk plasma. Curve (c): returning Ar
h
 from the 

target. Curve (d): escaping Ar
h
 to the bulk plasma. The right panel 

shows the reaction rates for losses and gains of neutral argon atoms 

due to collisions inside the ionization region. Curve (e): The charge 

exchange term 10. Curve (f): electron impact ionization of the hot 

Ar
h
 component. Curve (g): the kick-out of cold argon atoms by the 

sputter wind. Curve (h): electron impact ionization of cold argon gas. 
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Figure 19. Gas rarefaction calculated with different assumed fates of 

the argon ions after hitting the target and recombining. Panel (a) is 

extreme 1, in which 100 % of the argon atoms are reflected after 

recombination with typically 2 eV energy. Panel (b) represents an 

intermediate case, where 50 % are reflected and 50 % penetrate. 

Panel (c) is the other extreme, in which 100 % of the argon atoms 

penetrate and are released with the target temperature, corresponding 

to an energy  0.1 eV. 

 

the embedded and eventually released wAr
n  is still an open question [34]. To 

explore the range of uncertainty in this respect we picked two extreme and 

one intermediate cases. The result is shown in Figure 19. The conclusion is 

that the recombined argon population is so small that the uncertainty 

regarding the relation between hAr
n  and wAr

n  has no significant influence to 

the gas rarefaction process. 

 

One important result of these simulations is that the temporal variation of the 

plasma density in the ionization region (Figure 17 (ii)) closely follows the 

discharge current and, almost independent of the values of PWRF  and  .This  
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Figure 20. An estimate of the part of the reduction of the 

deposition rate that can be attributed to electric back-attraction of 

ions. 

 

provides a simple way to estimate en  without detailed modeling. After pulse 

off, the density decreases quickly due to diffusion. The electron temperature 

(Figure 17 (iii)) varies a little during the high current transient, and is then 

close to constant during the plateau. After pulse off, the electron temperature 

drops fast when the energy source has been cut off. Also the ionization 

fraction of the sputtered species (Figure 17 (v)) varies only a little with PWRF  

and  . It reaches peak at high current peak due to the higher plasma density, 
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which gives a higher probability of ionization. This fraction is about an order 

of magnitude larger than the argon ion fraction due to the difference in the 

ionization potential, 5.96 eV for aluminum and 15.76 eV for argon as 

mentioned before.  

 

The degree of self sputtering is quantified using the self sputtering parameter 

selfY   proposed by [34]. It is always lower than unity meaning that the 

development during a pulse is always well below the threshold for self-

sustained self sputtering.  

 

The deposition rate reduction that was the main topic in Paper II is also 

estimated in Paper III, but here including the time development during the 

pulse. It is shown in Figure 20. The estimated reduction rises from an initial 

low value to a peak, and then decreases to a plateau during the plateau phase 

of the current pulse. Understanding such temporal behaviors opens a 

possibility to optimize the deposition rate by picking a proper pulse length. 

4.4 Paper IV: Internal current measurements in high 

power impulse magnetron sputtering 

In addition to the ionization driven electric fields in the ionization region that 

are treated in Paper II, electric fields in the plasma might arise from the need 

for the discharge current to cross the magnetic field. Such transport driven 

electric fields can arise in all three of the ionization region, the bulk plasma, 

and the anode plasma as defined in Figure 10. Also these fields influence the 

deposition rate through ion back-attraction. Key experimental data to explore 

this are the internal current densities and, in particular, the ratio between the  
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Figure 21. Analysis of the measured current densities in terms of 

how the current is transported in and out of the investigated 

regions. (a) At t=30 μs, during the breakdown phase. (b) At t=60 

μs during the maximum of the discharge current. (c) At t=85 μs 
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during the decay of the discharge current. Two cylindrical volumes 

and the net current flow across their boundaries, between z  

coordinates 0-4 cm and 4-8 cm, are shown. The areas of the block 

arrows are proportional to the current, which are also given as a 

percentage of the discharge current. The ellipses above the target 

race track represent the cross section of the dense plasma torus, as 

inferred from the azimuthal (Hall) current density. 

 

cross-B current component DJ   (in the ( ,r z ) plane) that carries the 

discharge current, and J , the azimuthal Hall component. These have been 

measured in the larger device described in Section 2.1, using 200 

microseconds pulses and with copper as the target. Spatially and temporally 

resolved internal current densities (azimuthal J  and axial zJ  directions) in 

the bulk plasma region were obtained using Rogowski coils, and results in an 

overall picture of how the current is redistributed during the pulse that is 

given in Figure 21. The analysis is already described in Section 3.2. For 

theoretical understanding and modeling of these transport driven electric 

fields, the key transport parameter is the current ratio DJ J  . Since this set 

of measurements does not contain rJ , it can only be evaluated above the 

race track where the B field is parallel to the target and therefore 

D zJ J J J   . The result is shown in Figure 22. The relation between 

this parameter and the anomalous transport was analyzed in [29,41]. The 

anomalous cross-B resistivity is related to the effective electron momentum 

transfer time through 
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Figure 22. Measurements of / zJ J = ge EFF   above the race track, 

at 30, 60, 85, 100 and 130 μs into the pulse, versus distance from 

the cathode surface. The curve marked (a) shows the averaged 

experimental data. For reference, two values of classical / zJ J  are 

also given: classical electron neutral collisions (b), and combined 

electron neutral and Coulomb collisions (c), as well as the Bohm-

value / zJ J = 16 (dashed). The Bohm region, 8 < / zJ J < 30, as 

well as the faster-than-Bohm region (super-Bohm), 1.5 < / zJ J < 

5.5, appear as shaded areas. 

 

2

e

EFF e ge EFF e

m B

e n en


  
                                    (13) 

where /ge eeB m   is the electron angular gyro-frequency. The product 

ge EFF   can be found from measurements of the current density ratio 
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/ zJ J = ge EFF  , above the race track where the magnetic field is 

approximately parallel to the target. The physical relation between  , 

ge EFF  , and / zJ J  is that an increased transverse resistivity (counter 

intuitively) gives increased cross-B (Pedersen) conductivity and enhanced 

diffusion of electrons, causing a lower ratio of current density / zJ J . 

 

A few observations can be made regarding Figure 22. There are, in time, 

small variations within a factor of two. There is instead a spatial systematic 

variation, where / zJ J  increases while approaching the target. This second 

variation is such that ge EFF   scales approximately as the inverse magnetic 

field strength B which is the classical scaling with constant collision time. 

Here, however, the collision time is much faster than the classical one. 
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5. Conclusions 

The ionization region model IRM of Paper I is a global plasma chemical 

model, which is developed for the ionization region in sputtering magnetrons. 

It is constructed so that parameters for different discharge geometries, 

pressure, target material, electric pulse forms, and process gases can easily 

be implemented. A set of differential equations gives the density of different 

species and the energy of electrons varying with time. By varying the 

assumed initial seed ionization and size of the picked ionization region, we 

confirmed that these uncertain parameters do not influence the model results 

much. 

 

The model has been run for two different experiments. The first one is in a 

larger volume ( 1cr =2 cm, 2cr =7 cm, 1z =0.1 cm, and 2z =3 cm) under a 

pressure of 4 mTorr. The peak current is 100 A, the peak voltage is -800 V, 

and the pulse length is 100 μs. The targets used in this device are aluminum 

and copper. The second one is in a smaller volume ( 1cr =6.1 mm, 2cr =18.8 

mm, 1z =0.2 mm, and 2z =6.35 mm) under a higher pressure of 13.5 mTorr. 

The peak current is 12 A, the voltage is constant at -450 V, and the pulse 

length is 400 μs. The target used here is only aluminum. 

 

Two fitting parameters are introduced in Paper II, the power efficiency PWRF  

and the back-attraction probability  , to adjust the model current to match 

input experimental data. The first step in each application of the model is to 

find the combinations of fitting parameters PWRF  and   for which the model 
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current pulse form fits the experiment. Then by running the model for these 

cases, we obtain internal discharge parameters. One common feature of these 

discharges is that they all go through three phases. The first phase is an 

ignition and breakdown stage, which is consistent with the travel time to fill 

plasma into the ionization region at the Bohm speed. The second phase is 

main pulse stage, for long pulse discharges subdivided into transition and 

steady sub-stages, and the final phase is post discharge stage, when the 

energy input disappears. 

 

For some cases, we have made deeper studies of the plasma density, the 

electron temperature, the metal atom and ion densities, the ion current, and 

the ionization fractions for both argon and metal atoms. From these model-

calculated parameters, we could through further analysis in Papers II and III 

deduce the approximate potential distribution in the discharge volume and its 

evolution during the pulse, the degree of self sputtering, and the reason and 

extent of the deposition rate reduction. 

 

In Paper IV a description of the current system is presented based on 

measurements. An attempt is made to identify the physics behind the 

evolution of the current density. Based on the net current flows across the 

different boundaries of the investigated region, we propose three types of 

current systems in the axial-radial plane. Type I dominates the ignition phase 

of the discharge, with the ionization close to the target surface and the anode 

ring. Type II obtains during a transition stage of the discharge, during which 

the plasma expands away from the target surface and electrons can move 

along the magnetic field lines and through the bulk plasma region. Type III 
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corresponds to the steady state, with ionization above the race track and 

electron currents across B far from the target in the bulk plasma. Also using 

the current density data, the ratio of the current density at different directions, 

and the anomalous cross-B transport parameter ge EFF   is mapped out above 

the race track and as function of time. The existence in HiPIMS of faster-

than-Bohm cross-B electron transport is confirmed. 

 

In the future work, two population electron energy distribution, multi-

ionized metal ions, and a larger number of target species are going to be 

added in the ionization region model, to improve the model further more 

with the aim to more fully understand the underlying mechanisms for 

operation and optimization of the HiPIMS discharge. 
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